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Montezuma Elementary – A Great Place to Be! 
 

 
Hello everyone, 
 
Over the past few weeks, information has been shared regarding Iowa Code 279.68 and how this addition 
affects our school and students.  The information in the letters detailed the achievement benchmarks and 
how students are categorized after each assessment period.  This week’s letter discusses supports 
provided to students in between each testing period depending on the achieved learning progression. 

The State of Iowa has developed an on-line database named the Iowa Tier.  The Iowa Tier collects student 
assessment scores; progress monitoring data and intervention plans for each individual student, as 
required.  The information below details the process and supports for each learning category: 

Adequately Progressing: 
• ‘Adequately Progressing’ indicates that a student has met the expected benchmark for this testing 

period.  It is understood that for this student CORE instruction is appropriate and we are to 
continue providing classroom instruction.  Extended learning opportunities for students reaching 
this level of achievement are also possible depending on student need based on the decisions of 
staff using our CORE instruction materials. 

At-Risk: 
• A student is ‘At-risk’ if the benchmark has not been met on the composite scores in grades 

kindergarten or on the aReading comprehension assessment in grade 1-6.  A student in this 
category will be provided the following supports:   

o CORE instruction and appropriate small group instruction; 
o Possible Title I services to support grade level learning activities in the area of reading 
o Progress monitoring will be scheduled for each student not meeting benchmark to 

evaluate student progress between testing periods.  If progress over time declines an 
intervention will be put in place to best help the student achieve at a higher level. 

Persistently At-Risk: 
• A student in the ‘Persistently At-Risk’ category has not met the benchmarks after being At-risk 

during the previous testing period.  A student in this category will be provided the following 
supports: 

o CORE instruction and appropriate small group instruction; 
o Possible Title I services to support grade level learning activities in the area of reading; 
o An intensive intervention in an identified growth area will be developed to support 

increased achievement in the appropriate foundational skill areas; and 
o Progress monitoring will be scheduled for each student not meeting benchmark to 

evaluate student progress between testing periods.  If progress is not being made, we will 
review the intensive intervention or individual success plan and adjust as needed. 

Once again, feel free to contact Montezuma Elementary with any questions regarding the processes 
discussed over the past letters.  Also, please be watching for the fourth installment regarding parental 
notice, summer reading programs, and possible retention at the end of third grade beginning in May of 
2017. 


